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The standard SCADA program has been modified since the last major documentation release in December.
1994. This document serves as interim notice until the formal manuals are released in the next periodic update. The
software has been tested on a standard RTU and is believed to be compatible with existing systems. However. all
system functions should be tested with the new version to insure compatibility with each installed unit.
This document has information on all changes since the documentation was last printed. Refer to this software
update notice for information on any changes that do not appear in the standard printed documentation.
New features of SCADAWARE will be applied to the older RTUMON program where possible. However.
the smaller capacity of RTUMON executing on an 8086 class processor prohibits implementation of many
SCADAWARE features. Most existing systems operating RTUMON on 8086-80486 processor can benefit from the
improvements documented herein.
[Feb 4. 1995]

Default Graphic File Setting
A new SET options allows for a default graphic filetype to be specified. Supported options are PCX and GIF'.
The SET keyword is GFILE.

SET GFILE PCX
SET GFILE GIF
This setting affects the Backdrop and Paint commands so that a graphic file name without a file type will
automatically be fixed to included the default file type. If a file type is specified in a TSP command line. then the
default will not be used.

SCADAWARE Windows 3.xx Detection
The DPMI version of SCADAWARE is now "Windows aware" in that it detects the presence of Windows as
the host operating environment. This occurs when the program is run under Windows in a "DOS Box." When
Windows is detected, SCADAWARE does slightly different task switching to allow for more efficient operation of
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other concurrent Windows programs.
The special teclmiques used can be disabled or enabled with a new SET Conunand, SET WINDOWS OFFION.

Non-Standard COM Port Assignment Fix
A common problem with non-standard serial port usage was that more than one task could accidentally be
assigned the same port. This often occurred when the task number and pon number were different (and thereby nonstandard). SCADAWARE nonnallyuses port 1 for task 1, port 2 for task 2, etc. But when port 2 was assigned to task
1 (as with an internal notebook modem), then it was previously required to set task 2's pon to another port, or to-l
to disable serial port access.
l
Now, SCADAWARE will automatically clear any other tasks which use the port assigned with the SET PORT
command. When SET PORT is used, the executing task will get the port assignment, and any other task previously
using the same port will be set to -1. This allows a simple port selection by any task without concern for which other
tasks may be using the same port.
[Feb 1295]

FORM Printouts, (Full SCADAWARE Only, not in Lite)
The SCADAWARE screen form feature has been enhanced to allow printing of forms to either the system
printer or to a named disk file. The printing option can be done from the command line (or within a TSP procedure),
or it can be done from an active form. The two methods are similar, but slightly different as explained below.
A form Can be printed cIirect1y by using an extension to the existing FORM command. The extension describes
the method of printing as either TO a destination, or APPENded to a destination. The destinations can be any valid
DOS output file name, including PRN for the system printer. For example:

FORM MYFORM TO OUTPUT.TXT

; write form to file called output.txt

FORM MYFORM APPEND OUT.REP

; add myform screen to existing file

The above formats assume that the lines are entered at the system prompt, and that no output files are already
open. Sometimes it will be useful to use the FORM printout from a TSP command file. If the only purpose of the output
file is to contain the single fonn, then the above styles will wolk. However, it may be desirable to put several forms into
a single file, or to have the form output mixed Witll other output to generate a more complete report. In this case, the
TSP command file can open an outprit file and send various types of text to the file, including one or more form
displays, by not specifying any file name after the TO keyword. Consider this example of a procedure named
Print_report which uses several form outputs:
.'

generate a daily report with seeral forms
Proc print_report
file open daily.rep
; start sending output to a disk file
writeln "Daily report for system to $S "generated on "$0
writeln
blank
writeln
i blank line
send form output to daily rep
form fnamel to
writeln
writeln
; send another form to same file
form fname2 to
writeln
writeln "End of report. Printed at " $T
file close
; stop sending text to output file
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It is also possible to print a fonn while the fonn is currently in the screen. A new fonn description keyword,
?PRINT, has been added. This works similarly to the ?EXIT and ?PAINT keywords in that they are processed directly
by the currently active fonns and do not send messages to other tasks, or to the current task. A menu hit must be set
up to do the fonn printing. The output can go to either the system printer, or to a disk file, but the APPEND option
cannot be used here. Consider the following fragment from a FRM file.

Battery Voltage [100] Volts
Print report [p]
Send Feport to file [F1

ACK [A1

,
-----------------------------------------------------------------?END
A Ack
P ?Print
F ?Print Myname.txt
100 Al'###.##

; end the form output to the system printer
send form output to file named Myame.txt

NOTE: When the foim command sends output to the PRN device, which is the system printer, the rules
governing printer use for SCADAWARE are still in effect. This means that a printer must have been defined with the
SET PRINT command, and the SET PWAIT command controls the delay between printed lines. If the printer fails,
the system printer is no longer available and must be reenabled with a new SET PRINT command.
[Feb 17 9S]

Text Block Output
A series of text messages can be displayed on the screen (or sent to standard output) with multiple ECHO
statements. ntis is often done to provide instructions or other multi-line messages. A more convenient method is now
available which allows text to be typed as a block, without the need to use ECHO commands at the start of each line.
The column arrangement of the block text is exactly like it will appear on the final printout. For example:

TEXT
This menu action will cause the compressor to shut down. This will
cause a loss of gas lift power, resulting in a decrease in oil production
and probably total shutdown of the system.
If you really want to do this, press Y to confirm.
To cancel this action, press N.
ENDTEXT
All text between TEXT and ENDTEXT will be put on the screen. This includes blank lines, making it easy
to arrange tex1 in a suitable form.
Note that the text is sent to the console for the current task, or to an output file if one is open. Text which is
to always appear on the task 0 CRT must be done with a MSG command.
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Text Comment Block
The semicolon (;) is the comment character used to separate text to be processed from text to be ignored. This
is used to put descriptive comments on lines by themselves, or at the end of lines containing command text. Large
blocks of comment text, such as at the top of a TSP file, require that a semicolon be put at the beginning of each line.
Likewise, normal TSP code which is to be temporarily deactivated (during testing) must have semicolon added to the
start of each line.
A new COMMENT BLOCK feature allows simplified separation of active text from comment text. The style
follows that of the Pascal programming language, where the 2 character (* is used to begin the comment, and *) is used
to mark the end of the comment. The start sequence, (*, must appear at the start of a line. The ending sequence, *),
can be anywhere on it line. Here's an example:
(* This procedure is used to call an RTU, pulse an output, and get an
update after a delay.
Param 1 is the RTU name
Param 2 is the output
Param 3 is the time to pulse and wait
Example gosub pulse_it WC240, OS, 15

sele $1
dial
wait 30 conn
set online on
Msg RTU is online. Sending output code.
block calc $1.$2 = $3
msg Waiting
sleep $3
. MSg Getting Download
block read download
Comments are recognized in nonnal processing, as well as during Librcuy Loads. This means that blocked
comment text will not be included in the libnuy buffer when a Lm file is loaded into memory.

Scroll Graph Pause Control

..

The SCROLL (trending) graphs nonnally stop updating when the scroll reaches the right side of the trend
area. This is suitable for simple displays where the scroll can pause until a keyhit occurs. The scroll then shifts and
continues for another segment until the left side is reached again. This halting action isn't compatible with the Real
Time Graphic system which requires that the RTG UPDATE take place in a constant loop. To work around this
incompatibility, new option is pro\ided which controls the haIting action of the scroll graph.
The default setting is for the scroll graph to halt processing until a key hit occurs, just as it always has. A new
set command, SET SCROLL OFF/ON allows an alternate action to occur when the display limit is reached. If SET
SCROLL OFF is entered (once at startup is enough), the Trend display update will be suspended until either a keyhit
occurs, or an RTG mouse hit of ?SCROLL occurs. This allows the main display loop to continue and process RTG's
without the need to halt on the Scroll graph.
Although the scroll is automatically halted, it is up to the programmer to avoid advancing the database while
the scroll graph is halted. To detect the halt condition, a new function has been provided which returns the halt status
of any graph window, including the current one. The new function is @GWSTAT(x), for Graphic Window Status.
GWSTAT takes a parameter which indicates the desired graphic window, or 0 fOl'the current window. If only one
graphic window is used in a procedure, then @GWSTAT(O) will always work.
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The function @GWSTAT(x) will return 0 if the window is not halted, or 1 if it is halted. If the function is
non 0, then the data base advance should not be done. The test for @GWSTAT(O) can be put into the main loop as
shown in the following fragment:

: loop
rtg update

; update dots and boxes used as menu hits

if @gwstat (0) = 0
test for halted scroll
db next
scroll not halted, so OK to advance DB
endif
if @dberr(O) = 0
win update
else
window close
return
endif
if @key(O) = 27
window Close
return
endif

i-See if they want to quit witn escape

goto loop
In this example, the loop will continue until a keypress of ESCAPE exits the program. While the loop
runs, the DB NEXT will occur only when the current graphic window is not halted. Remember that the halt bypass
is only in effc:ct if SET SCROLL OFF has been entered at some time after system startup. This setting can be put in
the recommended GLOBAL.RTU procedure read when the system is first started.

Point Status Function
Several new TSP @ functions have been added which allow access to the number of points with a
particular alann status. The value returned by these functions is the number of channels, of all types, which meet
the alarm status condition specified by the function. Separate functions are available for Nonnal, New Alarm, In
Alarm, and Reset. The count returned applies only to one logical RTU.

.'

A "trick" is required to specify the RTU for which the point count \\ill be taken. The function processor
does not currently have the ability to receive an RTU name as a parameter. However, it can receive a tag name.
Therefore, these functions requires that they be passed any channel in the rtu for which the count is desired. The
processor can determine which logical RTU to process by looking up the RTU name which contains the tag name.
The new TSP functions are:
@Norm(tagname)
@New(tagname)
@Alarm(tagname)
@Reset(tagname)

Nonnal Alanns
Unacknowledged Alarms
In Alarm, or in Deadband
Waiting for Reset
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Example TSP Procedure:
CIs
Msg
Msg
Msg
Msg
Msg

r

Test Procedure to show current Alarm Status Count
Normal Channels is $(@Norm(al»
New Alarms
$(@New(al»
Old Alarms
$(®Alarm(al»
Waiting Reset
$(@Reset(al»

Multi-RTU Point 10 Offsets
Certain I/O situations require that the logical ID of a point be a different value than the default assigned
by the system. In other words, sometimes analog channel 8 be referenced as something other than A8. This is most
common in multi-drop situations where multiple physical RIDs are combined to form one logical RTU.
The Host system want's to view all the points at a multi-unit remote as a single group. Points 1-8 may be
on the first unit, 9-16 on the seconds, etc. When the host gets a download, it will address each unit separately with
its own address and scan line. The data point references provided on the s.can line by the Host will refer to the
remote point's position in the overall data table for the logical RTU, not the physical RTU.
An enhancement to SCADAWARE and the Type 2200 SCADA Node provides for an offset which will be
used by the remote during processing of a SCAN line. The offset, if used, tells the remote what physical point is
desired, regardless of the Point ID provided in the SCAN line. The Point ID will be the ultimate location in the
Host's data table, not the position in the remote's physical I/O list.

Perhaps an example will help. Assume a dual TI200 remote RTU, with each Node having 8 status points.
The Host views the complete logical RTU as having 16 points, 8 on unit I, and another 8 on unit 2. A download
from a Smart RTU could request SCAN sl:s16. But the Nodes must be addressed and scanned sepamtely, requiring
two SCAN lines to get a1116 points.

f'

A SCAN would start with a request from Unit 1 for RTU points 1-8, which correspond to Host points 1-8.
The next scan, made to the second RTU, would also request remote points 1-8. However, these points must be
matched with Host points 9-16, not 1-8, as done in the first SCAN. The Node doesn't have status points 9-16 at all.
Therefore, some means of telling the RTU where to get the points regardless of their ultimate ID at the Host
location.
This "offset" requirement is handled with a variation of the normal SCAN command in which the remote
unit is given additional local address information. If no offset is provided, the remote uses the point ID as the local
address at which to access the values returned in the resulting DATA statement. However, if the offset is used, that
address value will be used as the physical address at the remote. It gives the user a way to say "Get me data for
status points which I call 9 through 16, but you call I through 8. "
.'

This offset capability exists on the Type 2200 SCADA Nodes, and the Type 2250 Expandable Node. The
feature lets the user re-map any physical points on the RTU to any logical points at the Host. The syntax of the
offset feature is as slight modification of the SCAN mnge as follows:

Example:

SCAN S9:S16@1 E

This example asks for data for Host points S9 through SI6, with the data coming from Status point I on
the remote. The RTU will scan local points 1-8, but \\ill return them on a DATA line which makes it appear as if
the points resided at locations 9-16. The resulting DATA line may look like this: ,
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DATA S9:S16®1,E, 1,0,1,0,1,1,1,0

The @I is returned from the Remote, but is ignored by the Host computer. This DATA line appears to
have values from remote points 9-16, when the data actually came from status points starting with SI, not S9. The
line is processed at the Host as if data did indeed come from Status point 1.
[April II 9S ]

File Select Command
An enhancement to the existing FILE command provides access to SCADAWARE's built-in file select
menu. The feature can be used to pop-up a file select menu from which the user will select a file name. The
selected name can be accessed with a new replacement parameter, SP, which is used to hold the "Pick" selected by
the user. An optional file select mask can be provided which limits the displayed files. If no mask is provided, the
default of •.• will be used.

msg Editing one of the libraries.
file select • .lib ; Put yp file pick list..Result will be available in SP
edit SF

Improved RTU Select Pick List
The RTU pick list generated by the SELE command, or hitting FlO, now shows the RTU title as well as
the RTU name. This makes it easier to detennine which RTU is being selected because the full title of the RTU is
shown next to the short RTU 10. This feature is only available in the full DPMI version of SCADAWARE, and not
in the Lite version.

Command Line Param Count Function
A new TSP function is available which provides the command line parameter count on the line which
started a TSP procedure file. This value makes it possible to program generic routines which work with a variable
number of parameters, some of which are optional. The new function, @pARAMS(O), returns the number of
values on the command line immediately after the TSP procedure name. For example, the line:
READ MYFILE RTUI 123.4 0 RTU2
will return the value of 4, for the four command line parameters which follow the procedure name, which
is MYFll..E. This value can be used in a TSP procedure as follows:

sele $1 ; RTU name follows the procedure name
if ®params(O) < 2
return
; nothing to do, so return
end i f
calc myvalue = $2
if ®params(O) > 3
sele $4
endif
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Main Menu Hit to Display Images
The main menu has a new option to allow automated display of PCX and GIF files. The menu hit
launches a procedure called SHOWGFX, which must be in the library or in the current directory. The contents of
the procedure are up to the user. The purpose of the file is to set up for graphic mode, display the file, and do any
other user determined functions. The following is an example of SHOWGFX It puts up the file, and also puts
several menu hits along the bottom of the display for printing, mouse coordinates, and exiting.

proc showgfx
: standard menu proc to show PCX or GIF file
;test Display for backdrop with overlay text. If
backdrop $1
[second parm >0 for print J
if $2 > 0
# BOX X_COOR Y_COOR X_DIM [Y_DIMJ
frame single 1
+, box, 0.95, 0.90, 10
* left, Print
*, pick, !Gprint size 4 3 Eject
*, color, White, red, red, green
Edge, low, med , high

; RTG

set
rtg
rtg
rtg
rtg
rtg
rtg
rtg
rtg

+, box, 0.95, 0.95, 10

* , left, Exit
* , pick, ?Exit
* , color, White, red, red, green

Edge, low, med , high

endif
: loop
if $2 > 0
rtg update
end if
if @key(O} > 0
win close
return
endif
goto loop

"

It is recommended that this procedure, or a similar one, be put into a common library called GRAPH.Lffi
which is loaded as a routine part of startup. This library cal also be used to hold the procedure named CHKGRAPH
which is used in a similar manner to display graphic files generated with the graphic configuration screens,

Improved Number Tag Parsing
The ability of SCADAWARE to parse tag names and TSP expressions into valid numbers has been
extended to include almost every place where an integer or floating point number is allowed. This would include
command line parameters, screen coordinates, set parameters, etc. The following are examples which use the new
capability:
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cursor x, Y-10, This is 10 lines up
set trys any_number+2
Previously, the cursor command would have worked with the variable Y as a coordinate, but now with an
expression such as Y-IO. Now, Y-IO can be used as-is, without the need to enter the expression as a replacement
parameter in the form of $(Y-10). The $( ) operation is no longer needed for the parser to return a valid number
when evaluating the te:\1 Y-10 as a stand-alone text string.

DataBase Multi-Task Hot Links
The realtime Database has been improved to automatically coordinate multi-task d~ta access to the same
file. Each task maintains its own copy of records from an open data base. It is possible that fivo separate tasks each
have a copy of the same disk record. When a task changes the record values, they remain local to that task until the
record is written back to the disk with a DB UPDATE command. The record is then transferred from local task
memory to the disk file.
Previously, other tasks which happened to have the same record in their own local memory would not be
aware that a change had been made. They would continue to operate on their own copy, and could possibly write
that record to disk at a later time. The later wrj.te would wipe out the record written by the first task.
The new system makes these situations easier to handle by automatically updating all similar records in
all tasks whenever a DB UPDATE takes place. This allows a task to make changes at any time and do an
immediate update to disk. The update will refresh the disk file, and it will also update the records in other tasks
which are using the same database file and the same exact record. Other files, and other records in the same file,
are not affected.
This new feature can be used with the CRITICAL command (see below) to implement a realtime multiuser data base. The automatic hot-link action defaults to ON, but can be turned off with a SET HOT [OFFION]
command. The HOT setting can be done by any task, and it affects all tasks and all databases when enabled.
There are still instances where data can be changed by a data base and not be immediately visible to the
user. This occurs when database information has been put on the screen and frozen while another task updates the
data. Although the task's local data record is updated, the screen is not automatically refreshed. A user watching
the CONFIG DB screen would not see the updated information because the config screen uses a snapshot of the
data at the time the screen is first painted. Subsequent changes to the screen data do not go to the actual database
record until the user exits the screen.
Therefore, the CONFIG DB screen shouldn't be used to look at data during simultaneous access. Instead, a
FORM should be used to put up the database infonnation. Forms are continually updated from the source, which
can easily include a data base record. Because the form is constantly repainted, changes to the data base record will
appear instantly. As a guide, use FORMs for display, and CONFIG only for making changes to existing database
records.

" Critical Section Processing
Certain situations, such as multi-user data base access, require that a task have exclusive use of the
processor for a limited period of time. This is tenned "critical" processing in computer jargon. SCADAWARE
DPMI now has the ability to "go critical" so that a section of code can be executed without the chance for another
task to interrupt the sequence.
Critical processing effectively halts nonnaI processing by other tasks, and should be therefore used with
extreme care. Although the other tasks halt nonnaI processing, their per-tick and per-second actions continue.
Therefore, the semi-critical portions of the other tasks will operate normally. Time-shared tasks, such as TSP file
processing, are suspended until the task which went critical gives up the processor.'
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The critical period is expressed in system ticks, which are approximately SO ms (20 per second). A task
which goes critical for a maximum of 10 ticks would have exclusive foreground processing for about 1/2 second.
Although the user can enter a maximum critical period, the CRITICAL command limits the number of ticks to a
set amount, presently 100 ticks. The number of ticks is entered on the command line, and defaults to 9 if none is
provided.
Critical processing is essentially a temporary variation in a task's priority level. The task is given a larger
than normal number of time slices for which it can run without interruption. When the task executes the
corresponding ENDCRITICAL statement, its ticks is set to 0 and other tasks get a chance to run.
Note that CRITICAL can be abbreviated as CRIT, and ENDCRITICAL can be shortened to ENDCRIT.
These commands are available only in the full DPMI version of SCADAWARE.

Example:
DB sele MyDbase
Critical
5
; 5 ticks to get it done
DB locate $T $D
1 position to current time
calc sdb_01# = 123 ; update- some values
calc sdb_02#
345
db update
EndCritical
let other tasks run
db close

Raw Mode Improved
The SET RAW function has been enhanced to allow individual settings for each task. Previously, the SET
RAW OFFION command affected all tasks. Now, each task can have its own setting. The SET RAW function
controls handling of low level 110 conversions performed by the SCAN and DATA commands. Default is off,
causing SCADAWARE to process all SCAN and DATA command with a channel's logical state. When RAW is
on, the channels are processed at a lower level which reflects the channels internal binary value.
SET RAW affects dumb RTU installations which must process actual switch positions. The TI200
SCADA Node always sends a 0 for an open switch, lor closed. This iffine for systems where all channels close on
alarm. However, if S\vitches open on alarm, the SET RAW option must be used on the HOST so that the "Switch
Normally ON?" setting for the status channel will be processed properly.
NOTE: This new per-task setting may affect existing systems. If the existing setup has the SET RAW
statement in files processed by the communications task to the T2200, then no changes are required. However, if
tlle SET RAW was in the task 0 startup, it must be moved to the task which handles the T2200 .

.' Dumb RTU Ack Enhancement
TSP communications normally require that each message be acknkwledged by the receiving unit. This
makes sense for two smart units, either of which can initiate a message. Dumb RTU's, such as the T2200 SCADA
Node, never initiate messages, and therefore do not ever require an ACK to their responses. They only "speak"
shen spoken to, letting the other end control the link.
If left as-is, TSP on the Host computer will send an ACK after receiving a response from a T2200. This
ACK is not needed by the T2200, and is ignored. However, the ACK takes time to process, and also uses up battery
power in some instances.

A new setting, SET DUMB ON, speeds up communications with dumb units. When SET DUMB ON is
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executed by task, it will no longer issue ACK's when processing responses. This cuts aout 1/3 of the transmissions
necessary in most instances.
The default setting for all tasks is OFF. To use the feature, put SET DUMB ON in the communications
link file for the RTU. NOTE: DUMB Mode turns itself off whenever a task goes offline. Therefore, the SET
DUMB CN command must be placed in the link file in which it is nedded.
[May 121995]

Multi-Drop Comm Line Key Dwell
Multi-Drop communications use a serial line control line (RtS) to tum the transmit signal off and on.
SCADAWARE turns on tills line and waits a programmed time period (SET MD DELAY) before transmitting.
When the data burst is complete, the program waits an additional system tick before turning off the control line.
This "dwell" is used to prevent a squeltch glitch immediately after the data burst, and to keep the comm system
keyed while the last data bytes are being transmitted.
This dewll is automatic, and is of no consequence in most systems. However, some heavily loaded 8088
(PC) based systems have an extended dwell because the processor is too busy to turn off the RTS at the soonest
possible moment. In these systeins, the radio stays keyed for too long after the data burst. During this extended keyup, the RTU on the other end of the link may transmit a reply with a burst that collides with the prolonged burst
from the first unit.

To eliminate this problem on very slow 8088 systems, an option has been added to remove the automatic
dwell. This option is controlled with SET MD DWELL OFFION. It affects the task which executes the SET
command, and remains in effect
changed with another SET MD DWELL command. Therefore, it can be put
in the multi-drop task's startup sequence.

until

C'

This option should only be needed on systems with very busy 8088 processors. Faster machines, with as
386-486 proc~sors, should never require this option.

Function for Max RTU Number
A new TSP e~"Pression function is available which returns the maximum RTU number. This is useful in
program loops which perform a similar function on all RTUs. A counter can be set to the starting RTU number,
and the loop can be terminated by comparing the counter to the new function. The function syntax is
@MAXTR.U(O). The value returned is the highest RTU index, with the first RTU in the list being one.

.'

Example:
; Write all RTU battery voltages to a text file
local x,y,z
calc x = 2; sta.rt with first RTU. Skip local control points in RTU 1
file open myfile.txt
: loop
calc y c @setrtu(x)
; set current rtu by number
write "RTU BATT VOLAGE FOR " $R
tab 30
writeln " is ", RtuBatt
next rtu index number
calc x = x + 1
; see if we are still in range of possible rtus
if x <= @maxtru(O)
goto loop
endif
file close
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[June I, 1995J

Graphic Flash Rate Control
Graphic flashing required significant processing power because the image must be redrawn dot-by-dot in
alternating colors. Flashing can now be set to occur at 1/2 second or 1 second intervals. The SET command to
control the rate is SET FLASH OFF/ON, where ON indicates the faster rate.

Paint Command Dynamic Image Golor
,
An improvement to the graphic Paint command now allows a color to be specified as the main drawing
color. This is similar to the RTG ICON function which allows a single image to be displayed in several colors
because a single "draw" color can be specified in a new color. The Paint option will take a specified color and
change it to another color. The logic is similar to saying "Put up this image at this X-Y spot, and change all dots
that are black to blue." The "old" and "new" colors are specified on the command line.
The complete S}llta'C for the paint command now becomes:
123
45
6
7
8
9
Paint file X_coor Y_coor Scale Transp_color Rotation Old_color New_color
Note: The Rotation function is not implemented and is reserved for future use.

Example:
Paint Valve.PCX 120

15

0.5

white

0

Black Blue

This puts up the image file Valve.PCX at pixel potition 120,15, at 50% of nonnal size. The transparent
paste color is-white, meaning all white dots in the file image will appear "clear" on the screen. Before painting the
screen, the program will convert all Black dots to the color Blue.
Note: The transparent color will not nonnally be the same as the "new" color. If it is, then the screen
background will pass through the file image. This can be used for special affects, where the background passes
through an image to fonn the draw color.

Manual Link Blocking
A new option is provided in SCADAWARE (not the lite version) which allows any link or range of links
to be manually blocked. This can be used to temporairly remove a link from the scan list, thereby avoiding wasted
time on links which are out of service. Blocking the link has the same affect as when the link block itself when the
maximun caUouts are reached. Once blocked, the link is ignored by all automatic actions. The link can be restored
-,with the usual LINK x ZERO. This option is similar to the Now, Reset, and other Link commands in that it can
apply to one link, or a range of links.

Example:
Link 1 ELock
Link all Block
Link all zero

restore all links to available status
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New Editor Defaults
The built-in editor has been changed so that the default line width is 120 characters instead of78. The
default search option, which was blank, is now the letter U. This 'U' lets text searches match any case (upperor
lower) automatically.

"
('.

RTG ICON and IMAGE Size Scaling
The Real Time Graphic objects for ICON and IMAGE now suppot scaling as descnoed in the RTG
documentation. This allows a single size PCX or GIF file to be used with different screen sizes.The RTG
documents reflected this option, although it w~ not implemented until this revision.

New PREVIOUS Command - Alternate Gosub Return
The RETURN command is used to terminate a subroutine and return processing to the point in the
previous procedure where the subroutine was called. Some situations can be better handled with a return to the
~ of the calling procedure, rather than a return to the point of subroutine call. This is particularly true in
graphic routines where considerable screen setup must take place for each display. A sub call to another graphic
changes the screen, and a "return" to the original screen requires that a proCedure be run from the start. This
"return to start" can be done with PREVious.
A new command, PREVIOUS (or PREV), is very similar to a RETURN, except that the previous
procedure runs from its start. PREV can be used in graphic screen systems to allow sub-screen display with a
GOSUB, and a return to previous screen with PREVo Although designed for graphic programs, PREV will also
work in Te~1 mode.
Note: PREV is present in the full DPMI SCADAWARE only.
[July 12 951

Generic I/O Driver Multiplex Parameter
The generic 110 driver (GIO) has been given a new timing parameter to control delays between
subsequent analog input multiplex reads. This delay provides time for the analog multiplexor to settle and provide
stable analog readings. The previous versions had a fixed delay, which sometimes didn't allow time for the MAT
card to settle between reads on each channel. This short delay may not be sufficient for fast machines. The revised
driver now sets a higher number if a processor higher than 8086 is detected. It also allows for manual adjustment
of the delay value with a new keyword for the GIO control file.
The default values for the MPX delay are 4 for PC machines, and 50 for fast machines. The value
represents a loop counter which will have a slightly different affect on every configuration. Therefore, some trial
and error may be required to find the minimum value which produces stable analog input readings .
.'

To manually set the value, use a new DELAY keyword in the GIO file as follows:
DELAY 100

: long delay for very fast processor

Put his line after the AIN statement in the GIO file, or at the end of the GIO file. The delay \\ill be global
for all GIO configurations on each machine.
[Oct 95]
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VGA Chip Selection
The SCADAWARE graphics system automatically detects a wide variety of VGA chipsets. These devices
control the display, and must be directly controlled in order to achieve the highest graphic perfonnance. If the
chipset cannot be automatically detected, then the program will attempt to use a standardized graphics system
called VESA. Although VESA provides standard interface methods, it is nonnally much slower than direct access.
In order to work around the loss of automatic detection on some chips, it is possible to tell SCADAWARE the chip
type with a new SET CHIP command.
The new command takes one required parameter and one optional one. These parameters are numbers
which indicate the VGA chip "family, n and optionally a specific device revision code. The family code tells
SCADAWARE the overall style of the VGA chip. The device revision code narrows the selection down to a
specific part number. These numeric values are arbitrarily assigned by the Genus graphics librruy used in
SCADAWARE. The libral)' is updated frequently to handle newer chipsets, but it is possible that a specific device
hasn't yet been included in the librruy.
Manual detection of the chipset can be done with a stand-alone utility program called GFXINFO. This
program will provide the codes so that they can be put in the startup procedure of a system which cannot perfonn
automatic detection. GXINFO \\ill make its best detennination of the chipsc;t so that the codes can be used to force
the graphics system.
0
The following table lists the devices supported as of Oct 1, 1995:

Chipset Families

~

0
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
IS

16
17
.018
19
19

Unknown chip set
Tseng ET3000
Paradise
Video 7
ATI VGA Wonder
Tseng ET4000
Trident
VESA compauble
Cirrus Logic
Oak Technolgies
S3
Compaq QVision
Ahead Systems
Weitek
Avance Logic
NCR
ffiMXGA
ATIMach 32
Cirrus Logic GD543x
S3 Vision
Maximum chipset value

Chip revision codes

('

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Unknown chip revision
Monochrome Display Adapter
Hercules Graphic Card
Color Graphics Adapter
Multi-Color Graphics Adapter
Enhanced Graphic Adapter
Video Graphic Array
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7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
2S
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Tseng Labs' ET-3000 unknown
Tseng Labs' ET-3000
Tseng Labs' ET-4000 unknown
Tseng Labs' ET-4000
Tseng Labs' ET-4000 wIW32
Headland's Video-7 unknown
Headland Technologies HT208
Headland Technologies HT209
Headland Technologies HT216
ATI unknown revision
ATI18800
ATI 18800-1
ATI 28800-2
ATI 28800-4
ATI28800_5
ATI 28800_6
ATI 68800
Trident unknown revision
Trident 8800CS
Trident 89008
Trident 8900C
Trident 8900CL
Trident 9000
Trident 9000i
Trident 9200CXr
Cirrus Logic unknown
Cirrus Logic GD5420
Cirrus Logic GD5420rl
Cirrus Logic GD5422
Cirrus Logic GD5424
Cirrus Logi9 GD5426
Cirrus Logic GD5428
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r'

r'

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
0'83
84
85
86
87
88
88

Oak Technologies unknown
Oak Technologies OTI067
Oak Technologies OTI077
Oak Technologies OTI087
Compaq QVision unknown
Compaq QVision
83 unknown revision
83911
83924
83 8011805 of unknown
83 8011805 revision B
83 801/805 revision C
83928
83 928 revision D
83 928 revision E
Ahead 8ystems unknown
Ahead Systems V5000B
Weitek unknown revision
Weitek5186
Weitek5286
XGA unknown revision
XGA (original)
VE8A unknown revision
VESAv1.0
VESAvl.l
VESAv1.2
Western Digital unknown
Western Digital PVGAIA
Western Digital WD90cOO
Western Digital WD90clO
Western Digital WD90cll
Western Digital WD90c20/2
Western Digital WD90c24
Western Digital WD90c26
Western Digital WD90c30
Western Digital WD90c31
Western Digital WD90c33
Avance Logic unknown
Avance Logic ALG-2201
NCR unknown revision
NCR 77C32BLT
Oak Technologies OTI037C
Trident 9400CXI
ATI 68800 unknown re\ision
Cirrus Logic GD543x unknown
Cirrus Logic GD5430
Cirrus Logic GD5434
83 Vision unknown re\ision
S3 VISion 864
S3 Vision 964
Maximum revision value

NOTE: The SET ClllP command must be executed in SCADAWARE prior to any graphics operations.
This is because 8ET ClllP modifies the detection process which occurs only once, when graphics is first used.
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Therefore, the SET CHIP statement should be placed in the initial portion of the system's startup procedure.
For example, to specifY a Trident Chip, revision 9400CXI, the following would be used:
SET CHIP

6

81

The 6 specifies a Trident family device. and the 81 specifies the exact part number. Note that part
numbers not listed in the above table may often be used by specifYing a similar device. This may require some trial
and error, but
If SET CHIP is used without any parameters. it provides a display showing the current chip settings used
by the driver. Ifused ,vith only one parameter. the driver will attempfto find the device revision during graphics
startup.

VESA Graphics Control
VESA graphic support can be controlled with the SET VESA OFFION command. When off, all graphic
control is done directly through the VGA chipset. If ON, then the graphics driver attempt to use the standardized
graphic methods even though direct control may have been possible. This o'ption is provided to allow override of
the internal graphic system in Cases where the VGA system does not operate properly under direct control.

Database Record Alignment
The SCADAWARE database locates specific records with a time and date reference. Prior to this revision,
the location was done on a "best fit" basis, where it sought the closest record to the specified time. This has been
changed so that the default record alignment is done to the record that is just prior to the specified time, unless the
specified time falls directly on a data sample.
With this change. the program now has two available search methods: Prior. and Closest. These are
specified with a new DB ALIGN [pRIORI CLOSEST] command.
Consider a database configured for one hour samples. Under the old default alignment (closest), a seek for
11 :40 would have returned the record for 12:00. With the new default (prior), the seek would return the 11 :00
record.
Setting the alignment is not required if PRIOR is desired. If a change is required, then the DB ALIGN
command must be used after the database has been SELECTED. The alignment setting will apply to the database
until it is closed. The setting affects all accesses to the data base, including those by other tasks.

New Database Timestamp Codes
Several new $ options have been provided to allow access to the database timestamp. These are in addition
.-to the $#T and $#D codes which return the time and date of the timestamp. The new codes are:
$#H
$#M

$#S

2 digit hour of the timestamp
2 digit minute of the timestamp
2 digit second of the timestamp

RTU Update Completion Process
Each RTU has a flag associated with it which controls processing of an "Update" procedure whenever a
timestamp occurs. Timestamps occur when "@" signs are processed in DATA lines. or when @ENDS is used to
send a timestamp from another unit. The default action causes the task which processes the timestamp to send
itself a message to read a procedure called RTUNAME.UP. This also sets a flag. the UPFILE flag. on the affected
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RTU so that additional update processing is blocked. This flag is cleared during the update procedure to allow
subsequent update processing to occur.

"
("0.

An alternate update process is now available which allows a specific task. instead of the executing task, to
be assigned the update process. An additional parameter can also be specified to replace the RTUNAME. UP
procedure name with RTUNAME_UP (note that the file extension. UP is replaced with the longer file name of
_UP). This is done to allow the update procedures to be grouped in a single libraIy. When a specific file extension
of.UP is used, the procedures cannot be placed in a libraIy.
These revisions are controlled with a new SET UPTASK command. The first parameter is the task name
which should receive the update message in place of the task executing the timestamp. A second parameter can be
provided to alter the file name fonnat. If a ~ond parameter of LmRARY is specified, then the update filenames
will have the _UP addition rather than the .UP file extension.

SET
SET
SET
SET

UPTASK UTIL
i always update to the
UPTASK NET
i let the network task
UPTASK ,
LIBRARY ileave task as-is, but
UPTASK , UTIL, LIB i Use UTIL for updates
I

Utility task.
do update and broadcasts.
use Library name format.
with Library format.

SET UPTASK by itself will return as status message only.

Multidrop Messages Received by Sending Unit
A small change was made on Oct 5, 95, which causes Multidrop units to completely ignore their own
messages, even if they are of the broadcast variety. This should have no affect on any installation, but is
documented here in the unlikely event that a system exists which relies on hearing its own broadcast transmissions.
This change was required to allow network systems to send broadcast messages containing timestamps.
The previous method of processing broadcasts, even if initiated by the same unit, caused multiple endless processes
to occur on the initiating machine. The new method causes the sender to ignore its own messages, broadcast or
otherwise, so that endless update processes do not occur.

i

I

!.

Automatic Multidrop Broadcast Delays
,

Multidrop broadcasts do not require any acknowledgement, and will occur in quick succession on certain
systems. To prevent overrun on the receivers, an automatic delay has been added to broadcast message
transmission. This delay is approximately 300ms. The delay provides time for the receivers to process the message
and get ready to receive another transmission without buffer overflow problems. Manual programmed delays are no
longer required.

I
I
1

i

RTU DataBase Update Flag
.'

Each RTU has off-on flags associated with it which indicate the need for reports and general updates. A
new flag has been added, DBUPDATE, which can be set to indicate that a database refresh is required for each
RTU. The flag is controlled (for each RTU) with SET DBUP ofllon, in a manner similar to the older SET UPFILE
flag.

This new flag can be set a specific times (such as hourly) so that the general update procedure can detect
that a database refresh is required. During the general update, a test can be made of the flag with the new function,
@DBUP(anypoint). Anypoint is any tag or point ID on the RTU to be tested. The function returns 0 if clear, 1 if
set.

'"
\

Proc WD345_up
sele wd345

i

library update procedure for west delta 345
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!
!

!.

~

,

if @(DBUP(Sl»
db sele wd345
locate $T $D
db fill
db update
db close
set DBUP OFF
endif
; .... proceed with rest of normal update functions (if any)

Default Database Directory;
The default directory for database files can now be specified with the SET DIR. DB [path] command. This
is identical to the SET DIR. PCX and SET DIR. FONT options. Specifying a path will cause SCADAWARE to
append the path to the database filename in any command. This allows database files to be kept in a separate

directory for simplified backup.
The suggested directory is ..\DB\ so that the data files are stored a\ the same level as the other files, but in
a different subdirectory.
.

I

I.

I'
t'

[Feb 15, 1996]

i·.'

FAX Feature Update
SCADAWARE's fax feature has been expanded to let it operate under control of a LINK file in a manner
similar to a normal alarm callout. A revised ending to document 10 10-03 has been prepared which explains the
new features. !fyou are using the fax feature, obtain this update to learn about the new features and how to
implement them in your system.

'.

A text file send and receive feature has been added to SCADAWARE (all versions). This facility provides
for basic file transfer to and from SCADAWARE computers on any type communications link. The procedure uses
extensions to existing SCADAWARE TSP protocol features, and performs all transfers with error checking similar
to that of normal TSP commands. The process operates by having one computer execute a SEND command, which
will automatically control the entire transfer process by preforming the following steps:
1.

2.
3.
4..n

SENDER
Execute SEND FILENAME
BLOCK FILE OPEN FILENAME
BLOCK RECV [line of text)
BLOCK RECV [line of text)

RECEIVER
Must be online and waiting for command.
Opens output file on local disk drive.
Pr~ RECV [line of text) and stores it in FILENAME
Proecsscs RECV until end offile marker.

The command syntax on the sending end is:
SEND FILENAME
; send filename to the receiver
SEND FILENAMEI FILENAME2 ; ftlenamel from sender to filename2 on receiver
Note that the second form allows for a name change when sending the file.
The number of lines which will be transferred depends on the size of the file. The SEND command buffers
the input file and makes it as compact as possible, using special codes where necessary. Multiple lines in the input
file are sent packed together to minimize transfer bursts. This done with special codes embedded in the text string
sent to the receiver. The special codes (which all use the slash \ character) are:
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COPE FUNCTION
End of line (CRlLF)
\n
\E
End offile (tells receiver to close the file and return to nonna! comm output)
\\
A slash character (
Comment character (semicolon)
\c
These codes are automatically placed in the text transmitted to the receiver. They are also automatically
removed on the receiving end, so the user does not need be concerned with their use. They are listed here for
reference only.
An example.,of how a daily message file could be transmitted is as follows:

Sele Host
dial
wait 30 CD
if @hours(O) = 7
send daily. txt
endif
read download

time to transmit morning report
proceed with normal data transfer
0-

',:,
"

APPEND Extension to COpy Command
A new command, APPEND (or APPE). has been added to the DPMI version of SCADAWARE. It is very
similar to the existing COpy command, but appends the specified source file to the destination file. The COpy
command replaces the destination with the source.
COPY
APPE

REPORT1.TXT
REPORT2.TXT

DAILY.TXT
DAILY.TXT

; create new file called DAILY.TXT
add REPORT2 to end of DAILY

LOG File Error Fixed
An error in LOG file creation which caused the incorrect RTU name to be included in the file has been
fixed. This only systems with more than one logical RTU that logged alarm points on the local disk drive.

LINK GROUP Enhancements
Link Groups are used to identi1)· which callout requests will be activated when a point goes into alarm.
Small RTU systems often operate with only I group, which contains only 1 link. The Host system may not have
;my groups, or only 1 or 2 used to activate pagers. Recent installations have had complex callout requirements
which required enhancements to the original Group function. On the DPMI version, the following improvements
have been made:
1.

Groups can now contain up to 256 links instead of only 16.

2.

Group setups can be saved in a separate file instead of being included in the ink setup file
(RTUNAME.LIN). This optional separate file is named RTUNAME.GRP. Generation of this separate file
requires that SET GROUP ON be executed during system startup. Without SET GROUP ON, the group
information will continue to be included in the LIN file.

3.

The GROUP command line is used to specify which links are to be added or deleted from a single group.
The ability to add and delete single links to a group has been retained, but a new option to reset (clear) all
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linb from a single grouP has been added. The line defining a group can now have the word RESET (or
just the letter R) on the line to remove all links from that group. Subsequent link numbers on that line
therefore become the only links in that group. The same command executed without the RESET will add
the specified links to the group without deleting any links already in that group.
GROUP 3

4.

R

6

9

; Group 3 now has only links 6 and 9.

GROUP CLEAR is a new command option which blanks out the entire group table (all links from al1
groups). This is automatically placed at the start of the rtuname.GRP file so that processing that file will
completely define the current link setup.

LINK Status Display Enhancement
On the DP~ version, the STAT L command now uses different colors to highlight the status of each
link. This was provided to allow improved real-time monitoring of systems with numerous or complex link
arrangements. Vertical scrolling with the arrow and page up/down keys is also provided.
The mouse can now be used to rotate the link status among Idle, Active, Failed, and Blocked. The rotation
is done by left-clicking on the link in question.
The right mouse button can be used on a STAT LINK display to enter the configuration for that link. This
is similar to the right-clicking of channel data on a DISPLAY screen. The screen will return to the STAT L screen
when the configuration editor is exited.

LINK Command Can use RTU Name
The LINK command requires a Link number (or the word ALL) as the first parameter to identifY which
link will be affected by the command. An RTU name can now be specified in that position, which causes the
command to use the default link for that RTU. This simplifies access to the necessary link without concern for its
physical link number.

LINK

SMI130

RESET ;reset link (whatever it is) for RTU name SMI130

LINK RETRY Does Not Affects BLOCKED Links
A link, once failed. cannot be activated by normal means. The LINK x RETRY command is often used in
timed procedures to provide periodic reactivation oflinks which have failed. The RETRY option previously
affected all links. including those which had been BLOCKED to prevent use for any reason. The RETRY option no
longer affects those links. and they will remain BLOCKED until reset to idle with a LINK x ZERO command, or a
mouse pick on the STATUS LINK screen.

STAT Command Improvements
The STAT command. executed without any parameter. previously defaulted to a SYSTEM status screen
which showed task status information. Other options which showed COMM or LINK status were obtained with
command line parameters (C or L) each time the STAT command was used. A change has been made in which the
STAT command executed without a parameter will return to the last type of status screen specified. The initial
screen will still be the STATUS S (for system) screen. Subsequent displays started with a command line option will
then become the default for later STAT commands executed without options.
The bottom of the STAT LINK command how shows more information related to the operation of each
task. The incoming and outgoing command numbers. as well as the last command processed, are shown on the left
side of each task line. This allows for monitoring of task activity while watching the link status in real time.
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TSP Protocol Timing Changes
Several changes have been made in the timing of command processing when on-line to another unit. The
changes allow for shorter timeout periods to be specified, making detection of failed links occur more quickly. This
improves overall perform:mce in systems with many links. The ACK timeouts (specified with SET FIRST and SET
WAIT) are now recharged every time a burst is transmitted, including all retrys. The failsafe command timeout
(SET FAll.) is also recharged with these bursts. They can therefore be set for single transmissions rather than for
the entire period allowed for all retrys.
When the retry count is expired, a multi-drop task will now go immediately omine regardless of the time
command failsafe timer (Set with SET FAll.). This permits a reasonable time to be specified for normal
COmmand processing, yet non-working links will be more quickly detected so that the system can continue with the
next link in the list.
l~ft in the

Mouse Actions Deleted from Lite Version
A gradual elimination of mouse actions from the Lite version has been started. When convenient for
TEST's programmers, mouse functions will be deleted from future real mode (RTULITE3) versions of
SCADAWARE. This will be done to reduce code size, and to increase eXCCl,ltion speed. Few if any existing systems
will be affected because systemS using a mouse' have all been upgraded to systems which operate the full DPMI
version of SCADAWARE, which will continue to support the mouse.

.'

Non-Alarm Channel Display Option

~

Channels which are not alano points normally display in the default system color, which is usually set to
green on black. A new option allows them to be shown in the alano color when they are abnormal, much as an
alano point would show after it has been acknowledged. The setting affects all points in the system, and is
controlled with the SET COLOR OFF/ON command. The default is off, meaning non-alano points always display
in a normal color. When SET COLOR ON is processed, non-alano points will appear in the alano-state color
\Vhe~ they are abnormal. They will not, however, do any blinking or latching unless they are set to be alano points.

LOG Command Page Eject
The LOG command can now specify an EJECf option which causes a form feed to be sent at the end of a
printout.
LOG for Al :A8 to PRN EJECf ; print a log listing and send a form feed.

Link Status On Channel Displays
The status of the default link for each RTU now appears on the channel display screens (DPMI version
only). The possible messages are:
None
No default link defined for this RTU
Idle
Link is not active
Pending Link is active and waiting attention from its assigned task
Polling
In the process of contacting the remote unit.
Failed
Callout attempts exceeded rna" allowed trys
Blocked Temporarily blocked from callouts.
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DATA @ENDS Added to Save Command Output
The SAVE command causes generation of a text file containing all setup information for all channels on
the current RTU. That information contains, among many other things, the current value of all channels. A DATA
@ENOS TIME DATE line is now automatically placed at the end of this file so that subsequent file reads will set
the RTU timestamp to the time when the saved data was accumte. This assists data recovery when reloading the
software after loss of the image file, or when changing software versions which will require generation of a new
image file.
da~ and

For example, when changing software versions or configurations, the following sequence will preserve all
time stamps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

>Save; save all data for all RTUs
Quit program, edit config or upgrade software.
Restart SCADAWARE
During startup, RTU setups will be loaded complete with timestamp;

Analog Output Driver Update
The standard DAC02 analog output driver has been enhanced to support a slightly different board type,
generically referred to as DACI6. This board has either 8 or 16 outputs, 12 bit resolution, and is otherwise very
similar to the DAC02 board. The interface is slightly different, however, and the driver must be configured to use
the alternate board format. An additional parameter in the configuration file can now be specified to indicate a
DAC16 type board.
SCAN Pl:P4 $340 No DAC16
This line sets up PID outputs 1-4 to start at PC bus address 340 hex, with no duplication of addresses. The
DAC16 tells the driver to use the alternate interface to the board.

r'

Generic Analog Input Deadband
The generic 110 driver for analog inputs now has a low-level deadband feature to allow filtering of minor
changes in analog input values. Just prior to insertion of the raw analog value, the driver compares the new value
with that from the last scan. If the difference between the new value and the old one equals or exceeds the
threshold, then the new valus is inserted into the SCADAWARE internal database. If the new value is too close to
the old one, the new value is discarded and the analog input remains unchanged.
The default value is 17, which is a change of 17 out of32,535. Other values can be specified in the GIO
setup file by placing an entry just after the AIN setup line:
ain $32015161 ; 1 mpx + 1 non-mpx
Min 32
; minumum change in 16 bit integen1llue for analog inputs
status $328 24 16 1 0 ; first port on first chip
output $3308 16 1 0 ; first port on first chip
The setting affects all analog inputs handled by this instance of the generic 110 driver. The current value
is displayed when the DUMP 110 command is executed.

[March 10 96 ]
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File Record Locks
Operating system locks have been added to Data Base and Image record access when the tile share type is
anything other than DOS. This function works around data buffer problems imposed by Windows 95 and other
network data cache systems that hold server file data in a local client buffer. The locks are a known workaround to
this problem. The locks are in place only during the actual tile read, which is nearly instantenous, and should not
interfere with actual operations.
The locks are done with the DOS SHARE facility. This is provided by SHARE.EXE, or by a network
operating system such as Netware or Win95. The presence of these locks should be transparent and are note
expected to affect routine operations.

CRT Listing Pause Fix
CRT listings for Library Procedures, YO configurations, and other lengthy reports used a common pause
routine to halt display until the user hit a key, or a timeout occured. This routine would sometimes allow more than
one page of data to scroll off the CRT. This has been fixed so that only once CRT full of lines occur between
pauses in all cases.
[May 6, 1996]

Table Lookups
A new table lookup feature provides the ability to establish X-V relationships between two sets of numeric
values. These corresponding values can be cross-referenced within TSP procedures using four new TSP functions.
This feature would typically be used to correlate an analog reading to a physical parameter on non-linear systems
such as tank levels or valve positions in which there is no simple relationship of input to output. For example, the
use of a differential pressure transmitter to read liquid level in a tank does not easily provide a volume
measurement when the cross section of the tank is not constant. A lookup table must be used to establish the liquid
volume for a number of fluid heights in the tank. Once this table is installed in SCADAWARE, the new functions
can be used to determine the liquid volume (the function output) for any given fluid height (the input).
SCADAWARE tables are essentially a set of coordinate pairs, referred to a X and Y. Each X has a
corresponding Y. The application of the table is totally arbitrary, although a common SCADA usage will be to
provide a parameter output for a given measured input. The tables are programmed in text files, with a default file
type ofTAB. The tables can also be stored in a library procedure. Tables must be loaded into memory before they
can be referenced with the new functions. The system allows for multiple simultaneous tables, each with its own
name by which it is referenced. Although the system allows more than one table, only one can be "current" for each
task. The new functions which retrieve values from the table always apply to the current table. Each task
maintains its own current table index. Tables are common to all tasks, so once loaded by one task, they can be
referenced by any other task. However, release of a table (to free memory) by any task makes it unavailable to all
other tasks. Tables application is a four step process:
I.

The table is defined in a text file or TSP procedure.

2.

The table is loaded into memory with the TABLE LOAD command.

3.

The table is made current with the TABLE SELECT command.

4.

Table values are retrieved with the new TSP functions.

The fonnat of the fIle (or procedure) which defines the table is as follows:

Size

nn

; how many pairs are in this table (max, spares are okay)
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Xl Y1
X2 Y2

Xn Yn
Note that the first line defines the maximum number of pairs allowed in this table. The number need not
be exact, but it must be large enough to allow room for all expected pairs. After the SIZE line, the coordinate pairs
are entered in X-Y order, one pair per line, in ascending order (usually on the X coordinate). Note that SIZE is a
special keyword in this file, and that future keywords may be added to extend the Table function. The following is
a small sample table:
Size 15
o0
1, 10
2
30
3
33
4.1, 39
5.5, 50
6
55
7
80
9
85
10
100

; allow more than enough room.
; note that spaces or commas can be used to separate values

This table defines a non-linear relationship between the first number (X) on each line and the second
number (y) which follows for each X This tells the system that for each input X value, the corresponding output
value is Y. The assignment of X as input and Y as output is simply a convenience. The opposite can also be true,
where each Y corresponds to an X The new functions allow retrieval of either the X or Y parameter value when
the opposite parameter is known. In other words, the system can provide the corresponding Y value for a given X,
or it can provide the X value for a given Y.

~

To continue the example, assume the above table defines the height-to-volume relationship of a tank. The
first value on the line is the height, and the second is the liquid volume. If the tank measures 5.5 feet oflevel, then
the table shows a volume of 50 gallons. If a transmitter provides the liquid height to SCADAWARE, the new
functions allow determination of the corresponding liquid volume.
The sample table is installed in SCADAWARE with the TABLE LOAn tabname command. This tells
the program create a table by reading a library procedure named "tabname" or a disk file "tabname. TAB." The
procedure or file is processed to build the table in memory. and the table name will be the same as the procedure or
file name. A different source file name can optionally be specified after the table name in cases where the file name
must differ from the table name. Examples:
Table Load Mytable ; table name is same as file
Table Load Mytable myfile ; load from Myfile but call it mytable.
In the first example. the system would look for a file or procedure named Mytable. In the second one, it
would have looked for Myfile. Both examples produced a table called Mytable..
Once a table is loaded, it must be selected in order to tell the system which table all subsequent functions
will apply to. Once a table is selected and made current, it remains current until another table is selected. In single
table applications, the selection need only be made once. In multi-table systems, the proper table should be selected
just prior to the function usage to insure that the proper table is current for that task. Table selection is made \lith
TABLE SELE TABNAME commands, where TABNAME is the name given to the table when it was loaded.

~

Tables will normally be loaded as part ofthe system startup process and left in memory for later use. It is
possible, however, to dynamically reprogram tables by having alternate table files a\'ailable while the system is
loaded. This could be used to reprogram valve position tables to suit ,1lrious operational modes of the controlled
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system.
The ultimate purpose of the table function is to provide output values which correspond to given input
values. The table values are retrieved with four new functions. Two provide the closest match and return exact
values from the table, such that the output "Snaps" to the closest output value. The other two return interpolated
values, where the returned value is estimated based on a linear interpolation of the two closest entries in the table.
These will be the most useful in typical SCADA applications. The four new functions are:
@TABY(X)
@TABX(Y)
@IN1Y(X)

@INTX(Y)

Return the closest Y for a given X input value.
Return the closest X for a given Y input value
Return interpolated Y value for given X input value
Return interpolated X value for given Y input value

These functions are used like any other TSP expression function. The numbers required for the X or Y
inside the parentheses can be any valid TSP number, including a constant, a channel reference, or a complete
expression. The value in the parentheses is passed to the evaluator which then looks up the corresponding X or Y
value in either a snap or interpolated manner.
Using the above table as an example, the following code fragments could represent a method of providing
a tank liquid volume into a value channel from 1he tank liquid height found ·in an analog input channel.

Procedure Startup
[normal Startup functions like channel loads and task starts)
Table Load Tanklev Tabfile1; load tanklev table from procedure
Tabfile1
menu
; put up user menu at end of startup
Procedure Tabfile1
Size 14

o

0

1, 10
2
3

table of tank volumes for given liquid heights

note that spaces or commas can be used to separate values
30
33

4.1, 39
5.5, 50
6
55
7
80

9

85

10

100

Procedure Cal Vol
table select Tanklev
calc V10 = @INTY( a1)
height.
Return

runs periodically from timer or other event
use Analog 1 as input representing tank liquid

This first sequence shows how the table is initially loaded during startup. The next procedure shows the
actual table values which in this case are stored as part of the ltbraI)'. The third procedure, CALVOL, is processed
by a timer or other periodic eyent to retrieve the tank volume from the table for a given tank liquid height. The
height comes from an analog input channel, and the calculated volume is put into a value channel.
A Table command option (TABLE LIST) is available to list out the current tables residing in memory.
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This simple listing shows the loaded tables with their corresponding names and the number of value pairs in each
table.
Another option, TABLE DUMP, will display the contents of the current table.
If a table is no longer needed, the memory it uses can be freed with a TABLE RELEASE command.

File Rename Command
A new option to the FILE command has been added to allow runtime renaming of existing DOS files. The

syntaxis
FILE RENAME OLDNAME NEWNAME
Example:

File Rename Reportl.txt Report 1. Old ; make backup of existing report file.

[May 20, 1996]

Password Function_Changes.
The password system was modified to permit editing of some text files at password level two. Any file of
when logged in at level 2. All other files can be viewed, but not modified. Level 3 is
required to do editing of any file type without restriction.

type TXT can now be edited

A LOGOFF command was also added to permit deactivation of the system without the requirement to log
into a low level password. When logged off, the system is essentially dormant for task o. The only acceptable
command is LOGON which must be used to gain any type of access to the system.

r

LOGON commands no longer go into the command line history list. making them unnaccesable to users
who could previously recall LOGON command lines.
A new evaluator function is now available to determine the password level of the current user. The
function @Pass(O) will return the numeric value oftbe users logon level, usually between 0 and 3 unless user
defined levels are in place.

:

If @pass(O) < 3
beep 3
Msg Sorry! Level 3 Login Required for this function
Pause
Return
endif
; Proceed with shutin process ....

Link Fail Logging Option
All callout Link failures previously generated a loggin system error message to record the time and date of
the failure. Systems baving links that nonnally failed (as with beepers-pagers) therefore received many nusiance
error reports. A new option is now provided on the LINK CONFIG screen to stop logging of Link Failures for each
separate link. The default is to log all failures. To stop reporting of a specific link. use the config screen and set
LOG ERRORS to No.
The messages sent to the logger now contain the link description in addition to the link number.
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Printer Status Function
A new function, @pstat(O), returns 0 if there is no currently available printer on the computer. A non-zero
number will indicate the port number currently used for the printer. This is useful to test printer availability during
a TSP procedure.

If @Pstat(O) = 0
Msg No Printer available! Please check printer and reset
Else
Report to PRN
; send the report out the port
Endif

Database Move Command
The new DB MOVE command is very similar to the SKIP command in that the current record position
within the database is altered according to the number specified in the statement. Unlike the SKIP command,
however, MOVE does not retrieve data from the database. The memory record for the database remains
unchanged. The command is useful for operations where one record needs to be copied to one or more records
elsewhere in the file. If the SKIP command was used, temporary variables would have to be used to store the field
data between moves.

r'

DB Sele MyFile
locate 00:00:00
05/01/96
initial position, retrieves data from
the file to memory image
move 1
; advance to the next record
DB Update
write midnight data into the next record
move 1
DB Update
copy the data again into the next record
DB CLose
[July 96]

Medium Size SCADAWARE
A new "mid-size" version of SCADAWARE is now available on special request. This version (named
RTUMED3) is similar to the full DPMI version, but has the following components deleted:
1. Graphics
2. Database
3. Networking
4. Sound Generation

Deletion of these components produces a much smaller EXE file which is suitable for use on Solid State
Disk systems (smart RTU's). Less RAM memory is also required as compared to the full DPMI version. The midsize version has all other DPMI features, including Open Architecture, permitting a typical RTU to communicate
\lith flow computers and other tlrird-party equipment.
Operation of the mid-size program is identical to the full SCADAWARE program. Like any DPMI
program, it requires more processing power and may not be suitable for very low power processors. A minimum of
a 386-50 with 2Mb ram is recommended. The program will not operate on a basic PC (8088 or 8086) class
computer.
~

[Nov211996]
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Automatic Com Port Setup
Simple systems can now have an automatic comm port selection during system startup. The intent is to
ease maintenance of multiple host computers that have identical setups except for the com port number of task I,
tbe main comm task. Previous software required that changes be made to various DAT and Lm files to define and
assign the com port to Task 1. This process can now be automated sucb that the desired com port can be specified
on the RTUMON command line that initiates program operation.
The new function is used by defining an ambiguous (non numbered) com port in the DAT file instead of a
nonnally numbered one. Instead of using a com port number like 1 or 2, a question mark is placed in the
equivalent position. For example, the DAT file com port setup would 10~k like this:
COM?

1200 phone N 8 2 200 300 ; default com port for task 1

Note the ? Mark in place of the normal 1 or 2. This placeholder definition will be assigned a number
during startup based on a command line parameter identified by 1C=x, where x is the desired com port number. For
example, the START. BAT file would contain a line like:
RTUMON3 /F=base IC=2
The IC=2 tells SCADAWARE to use COM port 2 as the default. The value 2 is used in the placeholder
line such that the DAT file is processed as if COM 2 .... had been entered instead of COM 1.
When an auto com port is requested with the IC=x option, that value is assigned as the com port number
for TASK 1. This can occur only if there is no other SET PORT x command in the startup for any task. This will
be the case in simple systems which have only 1 com port requirement, that being on TASK 1 which polls remote
units. When adding the auto feature to an existing system, make sure that any SET PORT statements are removed
from the startup process of each task. If this is not done, those commands may override the automatic setting and
assign the automatic port to the wrong task.

.

When this feature is used properly, it is possible to set up a general purpose company-wide Host system
that will be identical on all installations with the exception of the desired com port. The only revision required at
each location will be the IC=x option in the START.BAT. Editing this single location will permit easy installation
of a single set of Host software at more than one computer.

Field Sub-grouping of RTU Names
Larger Host systems using DPMI versions of SCADAWARE can now benefit from an RTU sub-grouping
feature. This permits each collection ofRTU's to be isolated into a named field within one instance of
SCADAWARE, rather than in completely different setups. Each SCADAWARE program can support up to 32
fields with a total of 256 RTU locations. Selecting a field limits RTU selection to those units assigned to that field.
The FlO RTU select menu and the F7 display system \\ill confine themselves to the field's RTU list. Therefore,
systems with several fields, each of which have several RTU's, can be subdivided into logical groups that make
sense to the operators.
SCADAWARE defaults to using the FIELD logic automatically. Activation requires that at least one
FJELD definition be processed in the DAT file (described below).lfnone are found, the previous method of
grouping all RTU's into one list will be used. If the FIELD system is used, it can be turned on and off with the SET
FIELD OFF/ON command. When off, the program operates with all RTU's in one system level field. When on,
RTU selections are limited to the current field.
Tbe current field can be selected "ith the same SELECT command used to set the current RTU. That
command will first try and match an RTU name, and if no match is made, it will scan the Field name list. With
this method, the SELECT command can be used to set either the current FIELD or the current RTU.
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An additional, optional command has been added that sets the field directly. The command FIELD works
just like the SELECT command, except that only the Field name list is scanned. Typing FIELD field name will

("

switch to the designated field, making the first RTU in that field the current one. If the selected field is the same as
the current one, then no changes take place in either the field or the selected RTU.lfthe specified field name does
not exist, then no changes are made and an error will be reported.
The SELECT command still operates as before. Any RTU can be selected from within any Field group, so
using SELECT is the most direct method of specifying the current RTU. Only the automatic processes such as
SELECT and DISPLAY adhere to the field groupings.
Assignment of the Field names and included RTU's is done in the DAT file using a new FIELD keyword.
The definition is similar to an RTU command lin~, in which the Field ID and Text Name are described on a single
line. Once the Field is defined, all subsequent RTU's defined in the DAT file will automatically be grouped into
that Field. Defining a new field requires a new FIELD line at the appropriate place in the DAT file. A sample Field
line is:
FIELD Onshore, Company Onshore Field
This defines a new field with the nickname ONSHORE, and a text description of COMPANY ONSHORE
FIELD. Field selection during program operation will be from a menu which shows the text description, or with a
new command that uses the Field ID nickname.
To implement this feature (available on the DPMI version only), the RTU's must be listed in the DAT file
in the desired sequence for each field. Just before the start of each field group, a FIELD line is added to the DAT
file to provide the name and ID of the new field. One FIELD line ie required for each new field. If no Field lines
are processed, the Field feature is not enabled.
The following is a watered-down DAT file showing the Field assignment feature. Note that none of the
RTU channel details are shown, but they are required in the actual DAT file.:

; com port 1 for radio
Com 1 bla bla bla
com port 2 for phone
Com 2 bla bla bla
Task 1, RTU, bla bla bla
com task
; another com task
Task 2, RTU, bla bla bla
Task 3, Driver, bla bla bla

:

Field, Onshore, Company Onshore Fields
first field
RTU, Tkfarm, bla bla bla ; setup lines for RTU 1 (in Onshore field)
Status
Analog
; these lines define the channels on each RTU
Counter
Etc
RTU, Sales, bla bla bla
; setup lines for RTU 2
status bla bla bla
RTU, Pumps, bla bla bla
setup lines for RTU 3
Bla bla bla
FIELD, Offshore, Company Offshore Fields
RTU, PL1, Platform 1
Bla bla bla
RTU, PL2, Platform 2
Bla bla bla
RTU, PL3, Platform 3
Bla bla bla
FIELD, Texas, Company Texas Fields
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RTU, TXl, Texas RTU 1
Bla bla bla
RTU, TX2, Texas RTU 2
Bla bla bla

last RTU

This sample sequence defines 3 fields - Onshore, Offshore, and Texas - which have VaJYing numbers of
RTU's. The RTUs included in each field are the ones defined just after the FIELD command lines. When one of
these fields is selected, only the RTU's that appear after that field name, but before the next one, will be included in
the selection screens.

Phone Dialing Prefix and Suffix
Portable host systems often have to deal with phone systems that require special codes to get an outside
line, or to block call waiting. Long distance calls may also require special codes before or after the phone number.
SCADAWARE has a new feature that allows automatic setting of these dialing codes on a global basis. Once set,
the prefix and suffix are added to all phone dialing strings on any task. The prefix and suffix can be easily set with
CONFIG LINK. or with two new SET commands.
The code strings are stored in the last 2 LINK slots. These link positions are just place holders and will
not be used as real links. These-slots must have their task set to minus 1 (-I) so that no task will tty and use that
spot. The links can be edited just like any other link, allowing the codes to be set just like a phone number. Or, new
SET PREFIX and SET SUFFIX commands can be used to automatically fill in the proper link position.
When SET PREFIX or SET SUFFIX is used, the system will check appropriate Link slot and make sure
the task is set to -I. If not, then the SET command will not make any changes. If the task is -I, then the Link
description is set to "Dialing Prefix" or "Dialing Suffix," and the codes are stored in that linkjust as if they were a
nonnal phone number. Link saving and loading will include these phone number codes automatically because they
are no different than any other link.
When dialing a phone modem, the prefix codes are sent just before the phone number. Suffix codes go just
after. When changing locations with the computer, the user can reprogram the special links and have all phone
dialing be affected. For example, an office location may require the use of a 9 to get an outside line. This can be
added to all dialouts by entering SET PREFIX 9. All phone modem callouts will have the 9 sent just before the
phone number. If a pause is necessary, then a comma can be embedded in the code string by using the up-caret 1\
symbol in the SET PREFIX 9" command. The" will be translated into a comma. When changing the codes with
CONFIG LINK. a command can be entered directly without using the 1\ trick.
A Prefix can be removed by entering SET PREFIX OFF. The special keyword OFF tells SCADAWARE to
blank out the prefix. The same is true for SET SUFFIX. The current values for Suffix and Prefix can be checked by
entering the command with no parameter. The current values also show up on the CONFIG LINK. screens.
Examples:
."

To add 9 and comma as a prefix, use SET PREFIX
9'"
To block call waiting, use SET
PREFIX
*70'"
To add a long distance account, use SET SUFFIX
"123456 (or whatever).

Assuming the call waiting and long distance codes above were used, then a link containing the phone
number 555-1212 would be transmitted as ·70,555-1212,123456
Note that the " is replaced by a comma in the actual transmission.
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Optional Link Procedure Name
The link procedures used on callouts default to LINKx. where X is replaced with the corresponding link
number. This is adequate for small systems, but larger systems cane benefit from a new procedure naming option
for each link. A new parameter for each link allows any file or procedure name to be specified that will be executed
when the link connects. With this method, a more meaningful name can be used for the link procedure to replace
the LINKx default. It also removes the number dependency on a link, such that links can be rearranged without
concern for the LINKx procedure names.
. The default procedure name is blank, forcing the old method to be used unless the operator provides a new
name. The procedure name is.stored in the link file, and also in the image file. This feature is in the DPlvlI version
only.

!

Simplified Multi-RTU Config File Load
Host systems with many RIDs have to individually load the text data file that contains all the RTU
channel descriptions. These files are named with the RTU name followed by ".RTU, II and are generated whenever
the SAVE command is used. These files are processed during startup whenever the IMAGE file isn't loaded. In
order for each RTU to be processed, a separate GOSUB was required for each RTU in the system. Adding an RTU
required that the startup procedure be modified to include the additional RTU.
A new LOAD command has been added which will automatically process the config file for each RTU
named in the DAT file. Once the DAT is modified to include a new RTU, the LOAD command will automatically
include this new RTU during startup. This new command currently has only one optional parameter, which
defaults to RTU. So the complete command is LOAD RTU. If only LOAD is used, the default parameter is RTU.
The parameter was provided to allow for future expansion of this command to permit other automatic load
operations.
The old method of reading in RTU configuration data in the startup procedure was like this:

Image load
try and load in the image file
if @image(O) '" 0
msg Image Loaded Properly
else
; we must read in each RTU separately to regen the
Image
gosub rtul
read first rtu
read second rtu
gosub rtu2
bla bla bla
gosub rtu3
gosub rtu4

I I I I

gosub rtux
gosub $S.LIN
endif

; read in last rtu
read in links

:

Note that a separate GOSUB line was required for each RTU. With the new method, only one command is
required to read in all the RTU's.

Image load
try and load in the image file
if @image(O) '" 0
msg Image Loaded Properly
else
; we must read in each RTU separately to regen the
Image
Load RTU
read in all RTU's with one command
gosub $S.LIN
; read in links
endif
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The old method will of course still work, but can be easily replaced with the new method to make future
RTU additions simpler. Note that this feature is only available in the DPMI versions of the software.
[March 1 19971

Enhanced II Superll Comm Port Watch
An improved comm port watch feature has been added to permit monitoring of ALL ch3racters coming
into and going out of a task's serial port. The normal watch mode works at the task level, monitoring messages into
and out of the TSP command processor. Extraneous characters coming into the serial port are not displayed
because they are filtered out prior to reaching the task. The normal watch also shows messages coming from file
processing, and from other tasks.

This new watch mode works at a lower level, close to the serial port itself, so that every character can be
monitored. The syntax for the new mode is similar to the old mode, with the letter S (or the word Super)
substituted for the word ON. Enabling super watch for task 1 would be:
Watch 1 Super

Or

Watch 1 S

This mode is independent of the normal watch mode which can be simultaneously enabled if desired.
After starting the super watch, the normal watch command can be used to add additional monitoring of task
messages.

Super watch is disabled in the normal manner - WATCH x OFF, which also disables other modes of
watch which happen to be enabled.

GSAVE - SF4 - Graphic Screen Capture

r'

A built-in graphic screen capture feature has been added to assist in documentation of graphic based
systems. The capture takes whatever is on the graphic screen and stores it in a disk file, in either PCX (default) or
GIF mode. The resolution of the image file matches that of the screen mode at the time of capture.
Shift-F4 is used to activate the capture. By default, the screen is written to a file named GRAPlllC.PCX in
the current directory. If this mode is used to capture multiple screens, the default file will have to be renamed
between captures to prevent overwriting.
A more flexible method of capturing images can be done with a custom prepared procedure titled SF4 (or
SF4.RTU). This is very similar to a typical keyboard triggered file, except that it is executed by the utility task
rather than task 0 provided the screen is in graphic mode. If the screen is in text mode, the READ SF4 command is
sent to task 0 as usual.
While in graphic mode, pressing Shift-F4 causes the system to look for the SF4 procedure, and if found,
·send a message to Util to READ SF4. Ifa file is not found, the Util task is instead sent a message containing the
default graphic capture command, which is GSAVE.
The GSAVE command has several optional parameters. The first is the file name, which will be used to
override the default name of GRAPlllC.PCX. Specifying an alternate name also permits saving in GIF format, as
the save mode is determined by the specified filetype. If no type is appended to the specified name, PCX is
assumed. If a filetnle is provided, it must be either PCX or GIF. To save the screen to a file named LOGGER.PCX,
tbe following command would be placed into the SF4 procedure:
GSAVE LOGGER

r

Note here that no filetype was provided, in which case SCADAWARE will assume pcx.
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In addition to the file name, an area of the screen can be specified in a manner very similar to graphic
printouts. The AREA option can be used to cut a section of the screen, producing a smaller graphic file. For
example, to save the upper half of the screen to a GIF file, the command to be stored in procedure SF4 would be:
~

Gsave myfile.GIF, area, 0, 0, 0.99, 0.50
Other command statements can also be placed in the SF4 procedure, although this is not normally
required.
[Mar 30,97)

Simpnfied DB Update (FILL)
This feature was added years ago but hasn't yet been documented. The command DB FILL can be used to
easily update the current data base record. Using FILL causes SCADAWARE to scan the DB field name list and
grab matching values from the real time data base. This quick method eliminates the need to use individual CALC
DB=TAG steps for each data base field. To use this mthod, the database field name must exactly match the real
time data base tag name.
At runtime, the DB field name will be" evaluated using the normal scope rules regarding RTU boundaries.
Systems with more than one RTU in one data base should have the RTU name as a prefix to all field names. For
example, specifying BATIVOLT may not work, while RTUNAME.BATIVOLT will always work because the
rtuname makes the variable reference unambiguous. If each data base contains values from only one RTU, the
prefix is not necessary providing the proper RTU is selected prior to the fill.
The foUO\ving example is a simple application:

DB Sele myfile
locate $T $D
sele myrtu
db fill
db update
db close

open the db
position to now
select TSP RTU
fill all fields in the db file from TSP database
write the DB record back to the disk
close and release db

TSP Expressions in Graphic Traces
The older window style graphic blocks only allowed TSP channels and memory variables to be used for
trace definitions. This worked well as long as the trace was directly related to a TSP or DB value, or to a simple
memory variable. Some applications required that the graphic trace be the result of a TSP calculation, as when
adding meter values together, or when scaling a value to make it fit better on a multi-trace trend.
The trace definition has been revised to permit any TSP expression to be used to determine the value of
the trace. For example, the expression (mI +m2) can now be used to plot the sum of two meters. Previous versions
required that a temporary memory variable be defined and calculated for use in the trace.
When evaluating the contents of the trace definition, SCADAWARE will first check for an opening
parentheses. If found, a TSP expression is assumed. If no paren is found, the program will attempt to locate the text
as a tag name. If found, the tag name (which points to a channel or memory variable) will be used during "indow
updates. If not found, an expression will be assumed.

r

One side benefit of this revision is that the trace variables no longer need to be in existence while graphic
config screens are used. PrCliously, references to non-existant memory variables or tag names caused the loss of
that trace on the config screen. Now, non-existant references are simply treated as an expression which will be
evaluated at runtime. Therefore, they do not need to exist while the config is taking place.
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[May I, 1997]

r

AFD - Analog for Digital GIO Driver
A method of using unused analog inputs as status inputs has been added to the generic liD driver. This
permits a standard interface card to handle a mix of 64 analog and digital inputs and 24 status outputs. The mixed
analog and digital points interface through the same ribbon cable. The original status inputs method is still
available if required. However, the new AFD-I6 Sl\itch input card will provide a low cost, high density method of
interfacing Slvitch closures to the Type 1200 RTU while leaving all 24 status points for output purposes .
.The Generic 110 documentation (1060-02 May 97) provides details on the hardware and software
application of the new AFD system.
[May II, 1997]

Driver Config Files in Library
All liD drivers (Generic, Metrabus, etc) require configuration information which is stored in a text file
prepared by the user. Previous versions required that each driver have its own separate file. These files are very
small, often containing three or less lines. SCADAWARE was modified to permit these files to be stored in a
library like any other procedure or menu. The rules are the same: if you specify a filetype (with dot separator) in
the OAT file, then the program will look for a real disk file. Ifyou provide only a name, then the program will first
scan the libraries before looking for the file on disk. The search on disk is done after appending the default filetype
for each type of liD driver. Those defaults are explained in the driver information documents.
Sample OAT file task definition lines are:

Task Driver, Local I/O, Generic, WC248.gio ;oad from disk file WC248.GIO
Task driver, Local I/O, Generic, genio_setup ;load from lib genio_setup
Note that the procedure libraries must be loaded prior to startup of the driver task so that the config
information can be located by the driver startup process.

Automatic Log Printouts
SCADAWARE's log feature saves alarm information to a memory list which is saved to disk for later use.
The name of the Log flle can be specified if desired, overriding the default name which is the RTU name and
filetype LOG (as in WC248.LOG). Once the log information was in memory or in the flle, it could be printed with
a LOG to PRN statement, which also permits filtering of only selected data points.
In the original log system, direct log printouts could be obtained by specifYing PRN as the name of the log
save file. This special case caused the logger to fonnat the log information at the time it would have been saved to
.disk, and send the formatted text directly to the system printer. Although this provided an instant hard copy, the
data was not stored on disk for later use. The program could only permanently save to one location, either a disk
flle, or to the printer.
A new feature (DPMI versions only) permits a second log destination, permitting printing (or
supplemental disk storage) in addition to primary storage on disk. The "printouts" occur at the same time the log
information is transferred from the memory log list to the permanent disk file. In addition to saving the
compressed data to the file, the logger can now send the data to a user specified device (file, printer, com port, etc).
Using as the supplemental device will cause the logger to follow the normal rules for SCADAWARE
printing, including off-line checking and automatic printer reset. Specifying one of the LPT ports \vill send the
logging information directly to that port, which is assumed to have a dedicated printer attached. Some error
checking is provided on the LPT ports. If an error occurs during printing, the logger will disable the auto print
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feature until renabled by the user.
A DOS file name can also be specified as the supplemental og destination. Instead of printing to paper,
the system can print to a DOS file which contains formatted text information for the logs as they occur. This file
can be printed periodically, as at the end of a shift, or disposed of in any other manner desired by the user. This file
is independent of the normal file which contains log data in a compressed, non-fonnatted style.
The new command to control automatic logging is
LOG PRINT [OnlOfllNullDevicename]
ON
Reenable log printing. A device name must have been previously specified.
OFF
Disable log printing. The current device name is maintained for later use.
Nul
Disable log printing and clear log file name.
Devicename
Name of print device or file name to receive automatic log printouts. This option sets the file
name and also enables automatic printing in a single command.
Note that only one option can be specified. If no options are provided (only LOG PRINT is entered), the
program will report the status of the automatic log printer.
Once enabled, the log printer will send logging data to the named device every time it purges the memory
log list (controlled by LOG EVERY xx command, which must be active in order for this feature to work). If a print
error occurs, the printing is disabled and must be user enabled. USER menu entries should be provided to disable
the log printing with a LOG PRINT OFF statement, and also to re-enable it with a LOG PRINT ON statement.
The nonnallog data storage to disk is not affected by this new option. Therefore, existing systems which
save to disk and later print will still work as usual.
[May 25, 1997]

~

Database Export Facility
The SCADAWARE database now has a preliminary export function which can output infonnation in text
file fonnat. The resulting file can be used for any text pwpose, including import into spreadsheet and database
programs. Operation requires preparation of a simple TSP procedure which defines how the data will be exported.
Once initiated, the entire export process is automatic.
Note that this function is considered preliminary. The general design is eXl'ected to remain in future
versions. However, actual use may dictate changes which cannot be anticipated by the initial design. Therefore, use
of this function must be made with the understanding that subsequent SCADAWARE versions may require slight
changes in fonnat.
Available database export features are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Export to comma or space delimited text files (including logical printers).
Data can be averaged over sequential samples prior to export.
Can include database time and date references.
Can include logical record number reference
Can include sequential output record number
Decimal places can be by default or set for each field if desired.

The eXl'0rt process requires the following simple steps which are normally contained in a single TSP
procedure:
• Open the database
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•
•
•
•
•

Set options for how the data is delimited
Determine the averaging rate (default is 1, for no averaging)
Define the output mask (format code) for subsequently defined fields.
Define which fields (or special codes) will be on each output line
Perfonn the data export

A typical data export procedure looks like this:

db
db
db
db
db
db
db
db
db
db
db

sele bs16
; select database
exp reset
; clear out previous export settings
exp options comma space
use comma followed by space between data
exp factor 24
; average 24 samples into one data output line
exp range 00:00:00 09/28/95 12:00:00 10/30/95
exp mask ###
use 3 digits no decimals until changed below
exp field %count %record %time %date ; special export codes
exp mask ####.## ; switch to 4 digits with 2 decimals
exp field pgas_m gl_m oil_r ; 3 fields from the database
export to Data.csv
perform the export to file data.csv
close

The above procedure contains all the steps necessary to extract data from midnight on Sept 28 through
noon on October 30, 1995. The database had hourly samples, so a factor of24 was used to generate daily averages
in the output file. The line starts with export infonnation detailing a sequential counter, logical database record
number, sample time, and sample date. The actual data consists of3 fields: pgas_m gl_m oil_r. Although these
came from the database itself, the export process can also be used to send any SCADAWARE infonnation to the
output file.
When specifYing output fields, several special codes can be used:
%COUNT
A sequential counter used to mark output lines
O/oRECORD
Returns the logical database record
%TIME Returns the timestamp for the database record
%DATE
Returns the datestamp for the database record
Several other output options are available which control the overall format of the resulting file. These are
coded on a DB EXPORT OPTIONS line. The keyword are:
REMARKS
COMMA
SPACE

TRIM

Include detailed information at the top of the file.
Put commas between each data element on the output line
Put spaces between each data element on the output line
Delete all empty spaces in tlle output line.

Note that ifboth commas and spaces are used, the comma "ill come first, followed by the space. This
(ormat makes the resulting output easier to read. However, for spreadsheet purposes, only the COMMA arld TRIM
options are nonnally used.
The remarks option "ill cause detailed information about the database file and the export file to be
included at the top of the resulting output. This is simple text infonnation which is useful for reference purposes,
but is not actual export data itself. Remarks "ill also cause an ending comment to be made which marks the end of
the output session.
The DB EXPORT Ro\NGE line specifies the starting and ending timestamp for the export process. All 4
items will nonnally be specified. However, arly item can be skipped which causes ex-port to default to the extent of
the file. Skipping spaces will require the use of commas on the TSP statement for the blank positions. Examples:

DB Export Range 00:00:00 01/01/97
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DB, Exp, Ran,

, 12:00:00, 05/01/97 ; from database start to 05/01

The DB EXPORT FACTOR N line specifies how many sequential samples will be averaged into a single
output value. Setting this value requires knowledge of how the original database is constructed. If the file has
samples every 10 minutes, and an hourly average is desired, the factor would be 6. If the file has hourly values, and
a daily average is desired, the factor would be 24. If no factor is specified, export uses 1 which will cause every
sample to be sent to the output file.
The DB EXPORT TO x.'\xxx statement causes the actual export process to occur. Any file name can be
used, including those which reference physical devices such as PRN and LPTI. An optional parameter can follow
the filename to indicate how the output file is accessed. The default is NEW, meaning any ex;isting file will be
ovenvritten. The keyword APPEND can be used instead to extend (rather than replace) an eXisting file. A sample
of this operation might look like:
DB Export to myfile.txt Append

The MASK statement(s) are used to set the default format for subsequently defined fields. The fonnat is
similar to that explained in the SCADAWARE manual. For export pwposes, the only useful codes are the 11#" to
indicate a digjt, and the II. II for the decimal separator. More than one MASK statement can be used in a single
procedure.

I.

I:.

When the above sample file is executed, tile output file (DATACSV) would look like this:
1, 72, 23:00:00, 09/28/95,
2,
96, 23:00:00, 09/29/95,
3, 120, 23:00:00, 09/30/95,
4, 144, 23:00:00, 10/01/95,
5, 168, 23:00:00, 10/02/95,

135.00, 170.00, 287.50
375.00, 458.00,
647.50
615.00, 746.00, 1007.50
855.00, 1034.00, 1367.50
123.75, 149.50,
196.25

Note that each line begins with a sequence number which was generated by the %COUNT code. The
logical record Dumber shown next refers to the last data sample included in the averaged values. The time and date
shown also refer to the last data sample. The data values represent the averages of the specified fields, shown in the
format defined by the MASK statement.
[July 28 1997 ]

Auto FORM Redraw
Form displays paint the background image in a single pass before updating the user fields on
a continuous basis. For most display systems, the background image need never be repainted. But
some displays (such as the removable, handheld units) can benefit from a periodic refresh of the
entire screen. A new function controls how often the entire form screen is repainted. If not used,
then the form is painted every 25 passes. If the new ?REDRAW statement is used within a form,
then the entire screen will be cleared and repainted after the specified number of passes. The
?REDRAW statement goes in the FORM control file in a manner similar to other ?xxx statements
sugh as ?PAINT and ?ACK as defined in the SCADAWARE manual. It takes a single parameter,
which is the number of passes. Depending on processing and communication speeds, the number
could range between 10 and 1000.

Auto Trend Scroll Control
The trend graphs normally stop painting when the right side of the screen is reached.
Scrolling occurs on a keypress or mouse action signals the drawing program that it is time to move
on. The SET SCROLL command controls the behavior of the screen painting process. Two controls
~ are provided:
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1.

2.

SCROLL WAIT
Scroll waiting determines if SCADAWARE will take control of the user program until
a keypress occurs. If ON, then the user program is effectively terminated until a
keypress occurs. No background processing will occur while the paint procedure
waits for a keypress. If SCROLL WAIT is OFF, then painting still does not occur, but
control is immediately returned to the calling program. This permits the user program
to loop and do other functions while waiting for the keypress. A mouse action can
also be used to scroll by using the 7SCROLL menu pick function. Either of these
actions is useful for historical trends.

AUTO SCROLL
If the user never wants the scroll graph to pause at the right margin, then:the AUTO SCROLL
function can be enabled. When ON, the pain process will always do an automatic scroll at the

right margin. This is useful for realtime trend displays.
The complete syntax for the SET SCROLL command is as follows:
I W aitll Autol
Set Scroll [oft]on] [oft]on]
The first oft]on sets the-scroll wait function. The second sets the Auto scroll function. Therefore, to set the
system to not wait, and to auto scroll, the command would be:
SET SCROLL OFF ON

Note that whenever the SET SCROLL command is processed, the AUTO setting is always set to OFF.
Therefore, entering SET SCROLL OFF is the same as entering SET SCROLL OFF OFF because the second OFF is
automatic unless overriden by the user.
[Nov 7, 1997]

Year 2000 (Y2K) Considerations
SCADAWARE has always contained provisions for years beyond 1999. Some computers, however, do not
properly handle dates beyond 1999. Modifications were added in this release to help accommodate older PC
equipment which has limitations for 2 digit dates. On those older systems, date operations will be correct for
SCADAWARE processing regardless of how well the underlying hardware supports 2 digit dates. Other
applications, including any software required to set clock chips on very old PC's, are not affected (or aided) by the
Y2K features of SCADAWARE.
Dates are stored internally by SCADAWARE as integer offsets from a fixed date. They are normally
transmitted between machines as numbers, not mm/ddlyy strings. So the only Y2K considerations relate to
instances where 2 digit yearly dates are used. This occurs in some displays, and when the DATE command is used.
SCADAWARE has been modified to accommodate year dates according to the following rules:
Years 41-99 are assumed to be 1941-1999
Years 00-40 are assumed to be 2000-2049
Dates with 4 digits are taken without modification.
According to this scheme, 05/01102 is May 1, 2002. The string 04/03/98 is April 3, 1998.
As always, SCADAWARE "i11 attempt to set the internal clock chip of the PC whenever the DATE
command is executed. The normal DOS services associated \lith time and date are used on machines which
support this feature (286 PC and later). Earlier machines (pC class 8088) which did not have built-in clock chip
support are tested for a "SmartClock" de\ice which was used on many TEST RTU's. ,If the SmartClock is found, it
is set with the proper 2 digit date. However, some SmartClock devices do not operate with 2 digit dates. In those
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cases, SCADAWARE will proceed with the correct date. However, the physical clock chip will not be properly set
[Dec 22, 1997)

r

Password Level TSP Function
A TSP function to retrieve a password level is available in @pass(x). This function returns the password
level for the task passed to the function in parameter X. If a -1 is passed, the level of the task executing the
function is passed (this is similar to other task-related functions). So, to check the current task use -1 as the
parameter, as with @pass(-I). To check the current level of a specific task use the task number, as in @pass(2) to
check task 2.

Automatic LOGON Procedure
This previously undocumented feature can be used to execute a TSP procedure whenever a user logs onto
any task. After a successful logon, the task will immediately gosub into a procedure named LOGONx, where "x" is
the task number. Task 0 will execute LOGONO, task I will execute LOGON1, etc. If the procedure (or RTU file)
does not exist then this function is not used.
Applications for this feature include any processing which must be done whenever a user logs on. An
example is to set the command timeout depending on the user level. An example of this is:

proc 10gonO
i f @pass(O) < 3
Set fail 3600
else
set fail 0
endif

runs whenever task 0 logs on
One hour logout for normal users
3 and higher user does not auto logout

Enhanced Password Timeout
Password timeouts are determined by the normal task timeout parameter, which is controlled by the SET
FAIL xxx command. The password timeout is reset every time a task executes a TSP command. If no commands
are executed, the timer counts down and logs out the user when 0 time is left. However, the logout only occurs
when the user is at the command prompt. If the task is executing a command which continuously occupies the
user's terminal (like FORM or DISPLAy), then the timeout is unable to log off the user.
A change has been made to SCADAWARE which stuffs escape keypresses into the keyboard buffer
whenever the timeout reaches zero. These escapes will force the task out of forms and display screens so that the
auto logoff can take place. Therefore, even though the task is occupied it will still timeout and log off.
This auto-logout process will work as long as the task isn't continuously executing TSP commands. This is
the case during a DISPLAY or FORM command because the task has essentially paused on those commands.
Because no more commands are executed while the display or form is running, the timeout timer doesn't get
recharged. If the timer doesn't get recharged, the auto logout can occur. But ifa task is executing a custom TSP
procedure, as when painting a graphic display, then the auto timeout cannot take place.
[Dec 3097]

Enhanced @KEY(O) and @RAWKEY(O) Functions

~

The @key(O) function returns the keyboard input buffer status. A result of 0 means no keypresses are
waiting. A non 0 result is the ASCII ,alue of the keypress. Previous versions returned the actual keypress value
regardless of upper or lower case. This required the programmer to put checks for both upper and lower letters.
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Because upperllower rarely matters, the @key function has been modified to automatically do an upper case
conversion. Therefore, the returned value for a lower case letter will be the same as for an upper case letter. The
decimal equivalent of the ASCII character must still be used within the program. But only the upper case value
need be considered.
A new function, @RAWKEY(O), has been added to permit access to the actual keypress. This function
works in the same manner as the previous @KEY(O) in that no case conversion is performed.
[end]
AMlin! UPDATE95.WP I'rinkd Dec=ber 30,1997
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